The 2015 AMTA Distinguish Achievement Award is presented to **Daniël Janse van Rensburg**, who throughout his career has exemplified and promoted the goals and objectives of the ANTENNA MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES ASSOCIATION. The AMTA hereby cites Daniël Janse van Rensburg:

- For the advancement of planar, cylindrical and spherical near-field test methodologies.
- For contributions in the field of antenna measurement error analysis & computational electromagnetic modelling.
- For his contributions to uncertainty analysis methods for near-field measurements.
- For his contributions to the development of probe-position correction methods.
- For the development of electrical alignment techniques for spherical near-field test systems.
- For the development of adaptive near-field measurement techniques.
- For his many ongoing years of AMTA support.

**For outstanding and pioneering contributions to the development, practice and commercialization of near-field antenna measurements.**